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Virginia Tech’s Mission Statement

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University is a 
public land-grant university serving the Commonwealth of  
Virginia, the nation, and the world community. The 
discovery and dissemination of new knowledge are 
central to its mission. Through its focus on teaching and 
learning, research and discovery, and outreach and 
engagement, the university creates, conveys, and applies 
knowledge to expand personal growth and opportunity, 
advance social and community development, foster 
economic competitiveness, and improve the quality of  life.

http://www.president.vt.edu/mission_vision/mission.html



VT Intellectual Property Policy 
http://www.policies.vt.edu/13000.pdf

• Traditional results of academic scholarship

• Contributes to the “university's benefit by its creation and by 
continued use by the university in teaching, further development, 
and enhancement of the university's academic stature”
• Presumption of ownership is to the author
• unless there is explicit evidence that the work was specifically commissioned by 

the university

• “University’s rights are limited to free (no cost) use in 
teaching, research, extension, etc. in perpetuity.” 

http://www.policies.vt.edu/13000.pdf


Current Publishing Cycle

• Academic faculty research, write, review, edit; give it all away

• Commercial publishers charge readers for
• Free content; authors relinquished copyright
• Free peer review
• Free editorial services

• Libraries/readers buy back content
• Many potential readers excluded
• Lost control over our own work
• Subscriptions far outpace inflation

• New models: Open Access



Creative Commons 

• International not-for-profit organization 
• Improve clarity about what people can do with 

copyrighted content

• Legal/social framework in the form of  licenses

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=io3BrAQl3so
6 minute video

https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv=io3BrAQl3so


State of  the Commons

https://stateof.creativecommons.org/%3Futm_campaign=2014fund&utm_source=carousel&utm_medium=web


Balanced Approach to Copyright

Authors: retain some rights

• Use and develop your work without restrictions

• Deposit in your institutional repository (VTechWorks)

• Increase access for education/research

• Receive proper attribution when your work is used

• SPARC Author Addendum

Publishers: receive non-exclusive rights

• Publish/distribute and receive financial return

• Receive proper attribution/citation

• Migrate works to future formats; include in collections

http://vtechworks.lib.vt.edu
http://www.sparc.arl.org/resources/authors/addendum-2007


Open Access Scholarly Communication

Open-access (OA) literature is digital, online, free of  charge, 
and free of  most copyright and licensing restrictions. 
What makes it possible is the internet and the consent of  
the author or copyright-holder. Peter Suber

3 minute video
http://vimeo.com/6973160

• Green: self-archiving in digital repositories
• Gold: publishing on OA journals
• Gratis: cost-free access
• Libre: free of  (permission) barriers

http://vimeo.com/6973160
http://vimeo.com/6973160


Two Roads to Open Access

• ARCHIVING: OA Repositories (green)
• VTechWorks

• Subject depository

• PUBLISHING: OA Journals (gold)
• Sources, DOAJ, Ulrichs, etc.

• Publisher policies: Sherpa/RoMEO

• New business models
• Library publishing (platinum)

http://vtechworks.lib.vt.edu
http://scholar.lib.vt.edu/ejournals/


• Searchable database of  publishers’ copyright and self-
archiving policies

• Find out if  a publishers’ copyright policies allow 
institutional repository deposit
• Pre-print, post-print, publisher’s final version

• Searchable by: publisher name, journal title, ISSN

• http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/

http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/


Finding OA Journal Publishers

Directory of  Open Access Journals
• >11,000 OA, peer-reviewed journals
• 15 “built environment,” 152 “architecture,”  17 “industrial design”

• http://ulrichsweb.serialssolutions.com.ezproxy.lib.vt.edu/
• 77,655 peer reviewed, active journals (10,472 OA)
• 85 OA “built environment”
• OA, online, academic/scholarly, peer reviewed

http://www.doaj.org
http://ulrichsweb.serialssolutions.com.ezproxy.lib.vt.edu/


Where not to publish

Consider a journal’s code of  donduct
• OASPA: Open Access Scholarly Publishers Association

• http://oaspa.org/

• COPE: Committee on Publication Ethics
• http://publicationethics.org/

Beall’s List: Potential, possible, or probable predatory 
scholarly open-access publishers

• http://scholarlyoa.com/publishers/

• http://scholarlyoa.com/individual-journals/

http://oaspa.org/
http://oaspa.org/
http://publicationethics.org/
http://publicationethics.org/
http://scholarlyoa.com/publishers/
http://scholarlyoa.com/individual-journals/


ETDs and Future Scholars
2011-2012 Publishers’ Surveys

Which of  the following statements best reflects the editorial 
policy or practice governing your enterprise? 

Manuscripts that are revisions derived from openly accessible 
electronic theses and dissertations (ETDs) are…
• Always welcome for submission.
• Considered on a case-by-case basis.
• Considered ONLY IF the contents and conclusions in the 

manuscript are substantially different from the ETD.
• Considered ONLY IF the ETD has access limited to the campus or 

institution where it was completed.
• Not considered under any circumstances.
• Other  (please elaborate) 



Hum/SoSci publishers’ responses: Manuscripts that are 
revisions derived from openly accessible ETDs are

• 75 (12% of  615) social sciences and arts and humanities journal editors
• 53 (40% of  131) AAUP press directors
• 17% response rate (128/764)
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Comments: Humanities/Social Sciences Survey

“Prior availability through an IR is not usually the deciding factor. We are more 
interested in the quality of the work, how well it fits with our list, and 
whether it deserves wider dissemination and promotion.”

“We do not consider the dissertation to be the equivalent of a book. It is student 
work; a book is professional work.”

“Dissertations have never counted as publications… A pdf of an unpublished 
work is still an unpublished work.”

“The editorial review and publication process entails substantial refinement 
and revision of works that originate as part of doctoral work and thus we do 
not consider raw dissertations as competing with the works eventually 
published under our imprint.”

“We normally consider theses or dissertations for publication only if the author 
is willing to revise them for a broader audience; this is our practice regardless 
of the availability of an ETD.”



Science journal editors’ responses: Manuscripts that 
are revisions derived from openly accessible ETDs are

• 27.9% response rate
• 53 original respondents
• 28 non-respondents 
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Comments: Science Editors’ Surveys

“A peer-reviewed publication that comes out of a dissertation or thesis should not 
only be encouraged but is crucially important for the scholar's development and 
advancement of scientific knowledge.”

“It is our job to archive and publish the best research. Thus we are quite happy to 
publish material which otherwise would sit languishing on an online archive.”

“While we recognise theses as legitimate and citeable publications, they are 
considered gray literature because they do not go through blind external peer review 
and are not published in a recognized peer reviewed outlet. They are not 
considered prepublication...”

“Work which has not been published in archival peer reviewed journals is 
considered appropriate for submission, even if it is accessible elsewhere.”



Publishers’ ETD Policies 2011/2012
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Based on the data 
from 2011-2012 editors’/publishers’ surveys

Authors should submit works based on accessible ETDs.

• Most publishers will consider them.
• 89% SoSci/Humanities; 80% Sciences
• Harvard Press acquisitions editor: “If you can’t find it, you can’t sign it.”

• Quality is the publishers’ main concern.

• Adapt them for the new readership.

• Peer review is radically different.

http://crl.acrl.org/content/74/4/368.abstract?sid=bedcf9ba-1490-4b70-80af-deb7bfb40214
http://crl.acrl.org/content/early/2013/10/29/crl13-524.full.pdf+html

http://crl.acrl.org/content/74/4/368.abstract%3Fsid=bedcf9ba-1490-4b70-80af-deb7bfb40214
http://crl.acrl.org/content/early/2013/10/29/crl13-524.full.pdf+html


Changing Business Models

• APCs: Article Processing Charges
• DOAJ
• 32% APC 2015
• 26% APC 2014: $964 (avg.)
• 61% commercial publishers; 11% university presses

• VT Open Access Subvention Fund
• Open monographs
• Open Educational Resources (OER)



Virginia Tech Open Access Subvention Fund 

• Open to everyone at VT

• For peer-reviewed articles accepted by open access or hybrid OA 
journals

• Publishers of  hybrid OA journals must reduce institutional 
subscription prices

• Limited to $1500 per article and $3000 per author per year 

• Authors have no other funding sources available

• Publisher complies with OASPA Code of  Conduct 

• Journals must be registered in an open access directory

• Funding limited; disbursed in the order in which requests received



VT OASF Community Supported
FY16 as of  2/22/16  
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VT OASF Community Supported
FY16 as 2/22/16
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New Business Models



OER: Open Educational Resources
http://guides.lib.vt.edu/oer

“teaching, learning and research resources that reside in the public 
domain or have been released under an intellectual property license 
that permits their free use and repurposing by others. Open 
educational resources include full courses, course materials, 
modules, textbooks, streaming videos, tests, software and any other 
tools, materials or techniques used to support access to knowledge." 
— The William and Flora Hewlett Foundation

OpenStax: Rice University https://www.openstaxcollege.org/books

Open Textbook Library: http://open.umn.edu/opentextbooks/

http://www.hewlett.org/programs/education/open-educational-resources


OER Advantages

• Economic efficiency 

• Alignment of  text content with classroom content

• Online accessibility

• Presentation of  the text
• Visually appealing

• Organization
• Readability



Measuring Scholarship

• Tenure/Promotion
• Research performance assessment

• ~11,600 Journal Impact factors 
• ThomsonReuters Journal Citation Report (proprietary)
• Citations to a journal in one year and divided by the number of  articles 

published in the two years prior 
• https://jcr.incites.thomsonreuters.com/

• Article-level metrics

• Citation advantage w/OA
• 80% studies say, “Yes.” 
• http://sparceurope.org/oaca/

• Altmetrics: alternative scholarly barometers

https://jcr.incites.thomsonreuters.com/
http://sparceurope.org/oaca_table/


Altmetrics

• Study and use of  scholarly impact measures based 
on activity in web-based environments

• Leverages technologies to extend the reach and 
impact of  scholarship

• Takes advantage of  today’s faster communication

• Scholars reach beyond academia (i.e., funded 
subscribers) to a wider audience.



Some Sources of  Altmetrics

• Usage
• HTML views, PDF downloads (e.g., journal, PubMed Central, 

FigShare, Dryad, etc.)
• Captures
• CiteULike bookmarks, Mendeley readers/groups, Delicio.us

• Mentions
• Blog posts, news stories, Wikipedia articles, comments, reviews

• Social Media
• Tweets, Google+, Facebook likes, shares, ratings

• Citations
• Web of  Science, Scopus, CrossRef, PubMed Central, Microsoft 

Academic Search

31

http://figshare.com/about
http://www.datadryad.org/pages/repository
http://www.citeulike.org/group/
http://www.mendeley.com/
https://delicious.com/
http://www.crossref.org/


Altmetrics can look like this

• Cave, Richard. “Overview of  the Altmetrics
Landscape”
http://www.slideshare.net/rcave/overview-of-the-altmetrics-landscape

11/10/12 1/22/2015
• Likes 14 28
• Downloads 45 158 
• Embed Views 240 543
• SlideShare views 1,938 8,092

• SpringerLink ink.springer.com, for example 
• http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs10902-012-9345-3

http://www.slideshare.net/rcave/overview-of-the-altmetrics-landscape
http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10902-012-9345-3


What You Can Do Now

• Archive your articles, data, presentations, syllabi, 
reports, white papers in VTechWorks

• Read contracts and use addenda to retain/gain self-
archiving rights

• Publish in open access journals

• Consider a departmental, college, or university-wide 
policy on article archiving

• Help change promotion and tenure guidelines

http://vtechworks.lib.vt.edu
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